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 Payday Loans - Bad Credit? We Can Help
Receive a fast, online payday loan direct to your bank. Bad credit? We can help. Get money now!

How much would you like to borrow?


Please enter your email address :-



£







Rates from 49.9% APR to max 1333% APR.  Minimum Loan Length is 1 month. Maximum Loan Length is 36 months. Representative Example: £250 borrowed for 30 days. Total amount repayable is £310.00. Interest charged is £60.00, annual interest rate of 292% (fixed). Representative 669.35% APR (variable).
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WARNING: It has come to out attention that a group of fraudsters are masquerading as our Emu / Emu.co.uk brand. Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES do we make unsolicited calls or ask for up front loan fees. If you are approached in this manner please do not divulge any personal info or send up front payments of any kind.
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Apply Online Today
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Quick Application Form
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Instant Processing
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Check Approval Decision
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Accept Loan Offer
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Cash Sent to Your Bank



Bad Credit? It's still possible to get approved!
We understand that not everyone is blessed with a perfect credit score which is why here at Emu.co.uk we welcome applicants with a less than perfect credit score. We understand that life happens, sometimes you've made a mistake years ago. Sometimes your poor credit score has occurred completely by accident if you've cancelled a direct debit by mistake or simply forgot to make some low value payments. It happens to the best of us, we understand completely. At Emu.co.uk even if you do have a bad credit rating you can still apply for one of our short term payday loans. We'll provide an on screen decision regardless of your credit rating and bad credit history and should you be accepted we'll provide you with a loan offer.
Does Emu have High Approval Rates?
Here at Emu.co.uk we pride ourselves on our bad credit payday loans service meaning that even if you do have a poor credit score we'll still try and match you today with a short term loan provider or direct payday lender instantly. We also understand that submitting form after form and waiting day after day for a decision can be tedious. If you need a loan, you need it there and then which is why we offer an instant an instant application submission and processing services which will endeavour to match you to a lender in minutes. Should you accept you'll be sent the loan same day. Straight to your bank account!
Do you offer fast same day transfers?
As we're a loan broker the speed of the transfer will be dependent on the lender. The funds will be transferred to your designated bank account electronically as quickly as possible once you've accepted the agreement. We cannot guarantee that this will happen on the same day you apply however the transfer will be made in the fastest time possible. If you want quick loans then there really is nobody better than Emu! We understand that when you want a loan there is a pressing need and time is of the essence. We aim to provide you with a loan as quickly as humanly possible and we will endeavor to do everything in our power to make that happen.
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What are No Credit Check Loans?
In theory, a no credit check loan would be a loan where the provider would not perform a credit check against you. There are lots of payday lenders who claim to offer this service, even direct lenders and well known high street payday loan companies. However if you read the small print you'll see a credit or affordability check is always performed. So if you're intending to take out a loan with a company that claims to offer no credit checks you should read the small print prior.
Do You Offer Bad Credit Payday Loans?
We offer payday loans for all credit types. Good credit or bad credit, we'll try and match you with a lender who can cater for your needs. If you have bad credit the loan amount you're offered may differ from the amount you requested originally but you will have the choice as to whether or not to accept it.
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Are Credit Checks Performed?
We're aware that there are some companies out there claiming to offer payday loans with no credit checks. Particularly in the UK. However we can assure you that credit checks are performed on every loan applicant, good or bad credit to determine your eligibility. This is guaranteed. It would not be responsible for a lender to loan you money without checking if you're able to afford the repayments prior.
Do You Offer No Credit Check Payday Loans?
We offer payday loans for any purpose be it a short term cash influx to keep you going until payday or a longer term, 3 month loan to give you a little bit of breathing room. However, no credit check payday loans as a product technically don't exist as any lender will always perform a credit check on any loan applicant regardless of amount or term.


What Payday Loans Are Offered?
We offer payday loans for any purpose. Within reason. We're a 100% online service and aim to provide loans via the quickest and easiest method possible via our matched direct lenders. We're even listed as the top operator on the Readies no credit check lenders page. Our payday loans are ideal should you need a short term cash influx until your wages arrive next month. Our loans can be used for all sorts from home improvements, to car repairs to paying that unexpected bill which has just landed on your doorstep. Or you can choose to simply treat yourself to something you've been wanting and don't want to wait until payday. The choice is yours. All we ask is that you pay back the loan within the time specified when you accept the loan offer. All loans will be transferred direct to your bank. We aim to provide a quick and easy service with no complicated forms to fill in or hidden fees. We do not charge you for this service; however, we do receive a commission from the lender or broker that we pass you on to. This amount is variable.
Benefits of Short Term Cash Loans
There are obviously lots of benefits and uses for quick loans such as the ones we broker. Applying for a loan in itself is easy and there are tons of reasons to let Emu.co.uk find you a loan, here are a few -
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Borrow up to £1,500 instantly.
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Receive a quick, same day transfer.
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Bad credit applicants welcomed.
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No hidden fees or charges.
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Connect with the top UK payday lenders.
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Loans until Payday or up to 3 months.
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Fast cash loans for any purpose.
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Fully UK based service.
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Operational 24/7/365.
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Quick, same day service.
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What You'll Need to Apply
Applying for a bad credit payday loan via Emu could not be easier! We only ask the most basic questions such as your name, address and your bank account information (so we can actually send you the cash loan). We will also ask some general questions about your employment and the date your next pay check is likely to arrive. The information you enter during the application process will determine how much we can offer you via the loan along with the repayment terms. Our whole application process has been designed to be as straight forward as possible. You will then receive an instant on screen decision which you can choose to either accept or decline. Once you've accepted we'll transfer the money direct to your bank!
How do you make money from this service?
Emu.co.uk is a broker, not a direct lender and each time we match one of our customers to a short term loan lender we receive a commission. We use a unique process to match a customers specific requirements to a direct lender based on the information entered on our application form. We do not charge our customers any fees to use this service and your payday loan does not cost you any more in fees or interest as a result of it. Emu.co.uk or its representatives will under no circumstances contact you and ask for an up front fee in advance of matching you with a lender.



Advantages of Emu Poor Credit Payday Loans!
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Bad Credit - No Problem!
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Quick Loan Application
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Instant Transfers
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Cash to Your Bank
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Fast Application Process
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Borrow up to £1,500
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Quick On Screen Decision
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The Best Lenders
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Open 24/7/365
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100% UK Based Lenders
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Loans for Any Purpose
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Loans up to 3 Months
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No Hidden Fees
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Great Ways to Improve your Saving Plan
Making a plan to save more and spend less is one of the best ways to regain... More
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Easy Ways to Hack Your Savings Strategy
Having trouble reaching your savings goal? You’re not alone. Many of us start with the best of... More
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© Copyright 2024, Emu.co.uk


Emu.co.uk is NOT a direct lender and our loan-matching service is free to use. We don't charge a fee, but there might be a charge from some lenders within our network. Emu is a trading style of Ready Money Capital Ltd. Emu.co.uk does not make lending or credit decisions, we are not a lender - as a broker we match customer's loan applications with lenders in our database depending on the information provided. Ready Money Capital Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is entered on the Financial Services Register under reference number 802557. Licensed by the Information Commissioners Office (registration number ZA441875).






Warning: Late repayment can cause you serious money problems. For help, go to moneyadviceservice.org.uk. Emu is a broker, not a lender, and does not make credit decisions.
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